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There are three different installation methods available for ESXi. The first
one is manually from a CD or DVD image. The second one is to use
vSphere Update Manager. vSphere Update Manager is a software
application that can automate the installation of ESXi updates, patches,
and hotfixes. You can then use the vSphere Web Client or vSphere
Update Manager to upgrade to the latest ESXi release. If you want to run
ESXi without the VCSA or ESXi Manager you have to download ESXi
5.5.0, so you can give it a try. Check the installation guide on VMware's
website for details: http://www.vmware.com/products/server/esxi/. Here
is a video of the installation, but we will still need a bootable USB/CD or
DVD drive to install the ESXi 5.0 image: esxi is a free software- only
version of vmware''s virtualization platform. esxi is the basis for
vmware''s products for virtualizing servers, desktops, and applications.
esxi is released under the gplv2 license. esxi is hosted on github and can
be downloaded from esxi-5.5.0-20150204001-nuc.iso you''ll need a fast
connection and to be patient. esxi 5.0 requires esxi 5.1.0. you can follow
the installation guide from esxi 5.0 to esxi 5.the vmware network
virtualization (vmware network virtualization) is a feature of the vmware
virtual infrastructure (vi) product that is designed to provide an
abstraction layer between a physical network and the logical virtual
ethernet (vlan) infrastructure of a virtual machine (vm). vmware network
virtualization (vmware network virtualization) can support either vlans or
provider-assigned vlans. vlans are assigned by the network
administrator. vm''s can be assigned to a vlan or a provider-assigned
vlan.
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the iso that i used was located at vsphere-esxi-5.5.0-1331820-nuc.iso.xz.
downloading the iso into a virtual machine can be accomplished in a

number of ways. the web interface of my.vmware.com enables you to
connect to a virtual machine running vmware vcenter server and

download the iso into a virtual machine. (this is really vsphere-esxi-5.)
rename the iso to nuc.iso and then use mvn.exe downloads uc.iso to

copy it to the root of the local drive. esxi should recognize this and start
an install from it. (rename the iso again to nuc.iso before trying this
process.)you can also try to mount the iso file to a virtual machine

directly. from within the virtual machine, open a command prompt and
run: mount.smb -t smbfs [ip address of esxi host] uc.iso c:you may need

to wait a while for the installation to complete before you run that
command, as some virtual machines will take longer than others. if you
get an error, try running the command from a command prompt after a

boot from the cd. from within the virtual machine, run a command to
start the installation process. this will download and install the esxi

image. then, you need to run the mvn.exe in the root of the directory
that contains the nuc.iso file to extract the additional iso files. then, you

need to run the install.cmd file in that same directory. you need to
specify that you wish to install the vsphere 5.5 client, not the vcenter
server appliance. the location of the installation files is similar to the

installation files for esxi 5.0, but instead of being stored in
/vmfs/volumes/install you find them in

/vmfs/volumes/install/client/vcenter server. 5ec8ef588b
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